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Report Card On Lodge
Recommendations

Some progress has been made on
implementing lodge recommendation that
followed the murder of Steve Jarrell,
though not enough. The Lodge
committed itself to following through
with these recommendations in memory
of Jarrell, and Joe Kolodski. We will not
forget.

The Lodge will be communicating these
recommendations to the new WASO

Operations and Ranger Activities leaders,
and urging them to implement them as
soon as possible.

Here are the recommendations;

1. Give Every Ranger Access to
Dispatch No national action
implementing this has occurred. There
have been some budget request for
improving radio systems as required by
law, but they have been inadequate, and
have not provided for dispatching -- just
updated radio systems. While a good
start, any WASO effort has fallen short of
meeting a critical safety need. We will be
disappointed if we don't see this item play
a significant part in the lACP review.
2. Stop Abandoning Our Rangers Give
rangers backup on every patrol shift.
Nothing has been done to implement this
important safety policy nationwide.
Again, we expect to see this in the lACP
review, and we expect action on this
following the lACP recommendation.
3. Stop Cutting Ranger Staff Levels
Re-build the ranger workforce with a goal
of 3,000 rangers within 5 years. The
NPS's own report to congress (a.k.a. the
Thomas Bill) set growth recommend
ations similar to what theFOP

recommended several months prior to the
NPS project, verifying the accuracy of the
Lodge's claim. Sadly, no action from
Congress in implementing these increases
is underway. NPS leadership continues to
focus on hiring more scientists instead of
rangers to do "resource protection."
4. Stop incompetence in the

management of Ranger Activities New
leadership has come to Washington, in
Operations and Ranger Activities. With it,
hopefully, will come new initiatives in
implementing change, and a demand for
quality. DO/RM-9 was completed in line
with the FOP-requested timeline. The
servicewide EMS and SAR coordinator

positions have been announced per Lodge
recommendations. Much work still needs

to be done in the structural, fire

program,and in a hurry. And it's very
clear there are problems in wildland fire
as well.

5. Quit Being Ashamed Of Law
Enforcement The lodged asked that the
Service stop de-emphasizing officer
safety procedures for the sake of
somebody's vsersion of the politically
correct. We saw some positive changes,
where law enforcement personnel were
actually being referred to as "law
enforcement." This trend has a long way
to go, and could go back the other way in
a heartbeat. The recent superintendents'
conference with zero emphasis on law
enforcement is another setback

6. Give Rangers A Field Training
Program The program has been created
at FLETC, it has been recommended in
several documents and mentioned in the

"Thomas Bill" report. Yet implementation
has not occurred. We are requesting that
Washington move to implement this
immediately
7. Make The Bosses Responsible We
are unaware of any discipiine for chief
rangers or superintendents for not
complying with DO-RM-9. We are aware
of many parks that have refused to
implement medical screenings. While we
oppose the screenings, we are amazed at
how such insubordination is tolerated. We

are also quite aware that supervisors have
been blessed with a lower medical

standard than those in primary positions,
although there is nothing in the program
that allows this. In other words, not much
is happening on this front.
8. Re-Build the SET and ARM Teams

Nothing has happened to change this
either.

9. Treat Law Enforcement Needs

Assessments Seriously Although a part
of RM-9, they are not fully integrated
into GPRA as the lodge requested. Many
parks have not implemented this part of
RM-9, and no action has been taken to
see that this is accomplished.
10. Conduct a Formal Review of the

National Park Service's Law

Enforcement Program This Lodge
recommendation was taken up promptly
by Maureen Finnerty, who deserves credit
for her prompt action. The lACP review
will be completed this month. The Lodge
will evaluate it in an upcoming
newsletter. Implementation of the lACP
recommend-ations is key, however.

Pepper Spray:

by Greg Jackson

Four issues have developed recently with
pepper spray.

First, the original RM-9 limited the
percent of OC in NPS pepper spray to
five percent. This figure was dropped in
the recent pen and ink changes, allowing
parks to use the percentage of OC that
they think appropriate. Keep in mind that
the actual heat of pepper spray is
measured in Scoville Heat Units, and that

it will vary between manufacturers
though the OC percentage on the can may
be equal. The primary manufacturer of
pepper spray for law enforcement is the
same company that makes MACE. They
don't mark their pepper spray with the
MACE label. You may see the letters
MSI on it, for Mace Systems
International. Remember that pepper
spray should be replaced when the
warranty on the can has expired, at four
years for many manufacturers. It doesn't
mean that the OC won't be painful. It just
means that the can may not spray reliably.

Second is the issue of effectiveness.

Recent studies by the National Institute of
Justice and the lACP show that 90

percent of combatants are successfully
incapacitated. Other studies of use by the




















